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New Products

WEBFREX3ES is an online thickness measuring system 
dedicated for battery cell electrode sheets. It measures, in real time, 
the thickness of the electrode material coated on the base metallic 
foil during the manufacturing process of sheet-type electrodes for 
lithium-ion cells used for electric vehicles and others.

Currently, in the rapidly-growing market for secondary 
batteries (rechargeable batteries) for electric vehicles, the 
performance of cells and their production efficiency have greatly 
improved, and the quality management with high accuracy is 
required. Since the thickness of the electrode material (electrode 
activation material, conductive material, etc.) coated on the 
metallic foil, which is the base of the electrode, is an important 
factor influencing the performance of the cells, requirements for 
thickness measurement are becoming stricter.

Although the WEBFREX3 online thickness measuring 
system for general films and sheets have been used to measure 
the electrode sheet thickness, Yokogawa has developed a 
system dedicated for cell electrodes to satisfy requirements 
specific to the market.

FEATURES

 � Achieving faster scanning
The elec t rode sheet  requ i res u ncoated a reas of 

electrode materials to which the current collecting lead 
is connected, and so coating is performed with patterns 
where coated areas are inserted between uncoated areas. 

 

Figure 1  Coating Pattern According to Cell Usage

The profile measurement capable of managing the quality 
of each cell is required because the electrode sheet is cut for 
a single cell in the final process. Considering the sheet speed, 
width, and length of one cell, it is essential to complete one 
scan within several seconds which is much faster than ever 
before. Thus, Yokogawa has adopted a new servo driving 
mechanism of direct drive type.

 � Flexible installation
The compact frame has been achieved because the new 

servo driving mechanism requires no timing belt and roller. 
Furthermore, a built-in type frame which can be directly 
incorporated into the wet part of the coating line with both 
stands removed is provided. As a result, quality management 
is now possible at the wet part, which used to be difficult 

because of the installation space. WEBFREX3ES can detect 
profile f luctuations early enabling quick response, and this 
helps reduce wastage of expensive material and improve 
production efficiency.

SPECIFICATIONS

 � Components
 ● Frame
A suitable frame can be selected according to the thickness 
measurement of the base metallic foil, both after one side is 
coated and after both sides are coated, and the machine. 

WG41F11A  Compact O frame
WG41F12A  Built-in frame

 

Figure 2 WG41F11A Compact O frame

 ● Sensor
One sensor is equipped with per frame.
WEBFREX3ES calculates the thickness based on the 
attenuation when the radiation from the radiation source 
transmits through the object to be measured. Materials used 
for base metallic foil and coating are different for cathode 
and anode electrodes. A b-ray detector or a X-ray detector 
can be selected as a sensor to ensure accurate measurement 
for each material.

 ● Measurement operator station
To support a high-speed profile update cycle due to high-
speed scanning, a general-purpose personal computer with 
a higher-performance CPU is adopted as the measurement 
operator station.
Up to two measurement operator stations can be connected 
for main and sub use.

 � Operation and monitoring function
WEBFREX3ES provides various display screens which 

offer the necessary information for quality management of 
the coating line intuitively: complemented profile display 
excluding the electrode material uncoated part, profile display 
of each coating zone, and trend display of the average value 
for each coating zone in the width direction.

Contact us
To Yokogawa Japan: 
     http://www.yokogawa.com/iab/contacts/iab-contactus-index-en.htm
For worldwide locations, please refer to the reverse side of 
the back cover.

WEBFREX3 is a registered trademark of Yokogawa Electric Corporation.
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